
AIRPORT SECURE CREDENTIALS EXPRESS

A Turnkey Identity  
Management Kiosk Solution
Civix’s Airport Secure Credentials Express (ASCX) is a COTS approach to the IDMS world in a sin-
gle, integrated kiosk—providing enterprise level security to small and mid-sized airports in an 
aordable, modular package. ASCX is an integrated badging kiosk, arriving pre-configured and in-
tegrated with your airport’s Designated Aviation Channeler (DAC), Learning System (iLS) and other 

interfaces.

A TRULY COTS IDMS SOLUTION

Given today’s complicated and bespoke IDMS market, current 
software offerings favor the largest airports. Secure Creden-
tials Express removes today’s heavy reliance on customiza-
tion by introducing a truly COTS approach to the IDMS world 
in a single, integrated kiosk for the hardware with the soft-
ware hosted in a secure SaaS environment. By adding ASCX to 
your Secure Credentials IDMS Solution, just plug in the power 
and the internet connection, and you’ll be on your way to a ful-
ly-functional IDMS kiosk solution. And that’s the whole point: a 
fully-functional IDMS solution in a single, ready to go package. 

INCLUDED HARDWARE: 

· Touch screen HD TV (for all inputs and responses)
· Fingerprint capture device
· Camera
· ID reader
· Document scanner
· Receipt printer (for scheduling and receipt)

and ASOCS ensure contract compliance

PRE-CONFIGURED INTEGRATION OPTIONS:

· Designated Aviation Channelers: Telos ID or AAAE TSC
· Learning Systems: SSi, AAAE IET or Net Dimensions
· Physical Access Controls: AMAG, CCure, Crossmatch/Guardian,

HID, Matrix/Frontier or MiFare
· Business Systems: Civix ABRM, PROPworks, SAP
· Federal Agencies: CBP, DOJ, DOT, FBI, TSA and CALDOJImage

comparison
· Enhanced badging services (remotely printed:

increased security: laminated, holographic overlays, etc.)
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KIOSK-BASED: Adopting a kiosk-based, modular ap-
proach results in lower costs and risk, opening up the 
market to small and mid-sized airports.

AFFORDABLE: The Secure Credentials Express pric-
ing model is transaction based (badges, background 
checks and the like) and annual based (hardware and 
soware). Deployed as a SaaS solution with much of the 
work taking place remotely and prior to delivery, the 
labor & services costs are fixed and much lower than 
traditionally-deployed IDMS solutions.

TURNKEY SOLUTION: With the exception of the badge 
printer, everything will arrive in a single sit-down ki-
osk, preconfigured and ready to plug into the wall.
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